Abstract -It is a difficult and valuable research to automatically generate the system model according to some rulers desired. So, a new auto-modeling method for industrial systems is presented. In the research, the industrial system is divided into many individual units, and some mathematical expressions are introduced for building the system model. A series of numbering rules for model nodes are defined in the light of individual unit coupling relationships. A data structure is designed to save the model information, and the saved data information is classified into many groups according to certain ruler and mapped to many classification sets. Next, these classification data in sets is continuously updated and done with by search operation and function calculation again and again. Further, each model elements are all assigned to relevant the layer and the column, and the industrial system model is gotten eventually. Finally, a real example is provided to verify the presented algorithm is feasible and can satisfy purpose requirements of availability, efficiency and accuracy. A layer-column type idea is shown in this algorithm realization, and this entire model is gradually generation. In addition, this algorithm also has a good universality, and can be widely applied into other large-scale manufacturing systems.
Introduction
The system model is often used as an effective tool to analyse and simulate reliability and safety problems in industrial systems. Models can provide a variety of means to help people to understand the change course of multi-media streaming motions in complex systems and the evolution process of some abnormal phenomena, such as the failure propagation track, multi-factor interactions, and sequence changes in time. At present, many system modeling tools have existed, some of them have its own specific application environment, but these peculiarities are limited to the wide application of these modeling methods. Reference [1] uses a graph-theoretic visualization approach to network risk analysis, A neural-network algorithm for a graph layout problem in [2] , building three-dimensional path model in [3] , specification of ontology for route graphs in [4] , CNC machine tools reliability of intelligent network system control model and automatic generation of research in [5] , Graph grammars generate the neural network method in [6] . It can be seen that figure modeling is widely used in various industries from these studies, that research of the model automatic generation algorithm is carried out by many industries, but an autogeneration algorithm for industrial system model is rare. So, a layer-column-type auto-generation algorithm for industrial system model is presented in this paper. The proposed algorithm can automatically generated a network model according to the system organizational structure in the inherent, and overcomes a lot of modeling conditions desired human participation to complete. In manual modeling, the workers are required must to have abundance industry know ledges. It is obviously inefficient used this modeling way. Eventually, the producing modeling will be inconsistent because the knowledge structure of the modeling personnel is different and learning the system is in many levels. In addition, this manual model can't reflect real-time changes of system date information, namely, the system models must also be followed dynamically changes with system structure changes.
Then, the layer-column-type auto-generation algorithm for the industrial system models will be narrated in detail from four aspects, modeling thought and expressions, the modeling algorithm, application examples, conclusions.
Modeling Thought and Expressions

A. Modeling Analysis and Mathematical Expressions
An industrial system can divided into more than one subunit through the decomposition, and there are many relationships between these sub-units. Therefore, it is very suitable that a mathematical graph G is used to express the industrial system. A sub-unit of the system represents a node v of the graph; a relationship between sub-units symbols an edge e of the graph. The system units and the relationships between interrelated units are corresponded to the nodes and edges of the graph, respectively. This will eventually form an interconnected network. These nodes and edges is different each other by identifiers, the identifier of models represent and contains the attribute information they belong unit. Then, the mathematical expression of the system model is given as follows (1).
Where, v i denotes the i th node of the model, e j denotes the j th edge.
Another expression of the industrial model is the relationship mark. A multidimensional vector sequence is used to save the relationship information of a model, such as expression (2) . In terms of the industrial system, it is enough to reflect the situations of an entire industrial model, that some information must be preserved such as subsequent nodes, forward nodes, node relationships, and element identifier. The information vector sequence of relationship R is expressed as follows.
Model relationship R (identifier id, edge e, forward node So that, R is further simplified and represented with a sequence to facilitate later calculations and consider the purpose that R are mainly reflected a sequence relation of between v s and v e , the expression is as follows (3) .
B. Model Coding A large-scale system can produce a lot of individual units through the decomposition many times, and these units are corresponding to the nodes of the system model, respectively. To enhance the model usefulness, the node coding management must be adapted. It is found by investigating the operation of the existing system that most of the relationships between the system units are a one-way and irreversible, such as the current flow, water flow.
Therefore, the encoding of the nodes must meet the sequence requirements of the media coupling between the system nodes. The sequence maybe is the material flow orders, direction of current flows, system fault propagation paths, or system signal timing sequences.
In addition, according to the anomalies, the system partition degree is different in modeling processes. Some node granularity in [7] are parted into large, another node granularities are small. So, the model code must reflect these node relationships similar to the "cluster", and this node coding must be adjacent in same cluster.
The model coding must also ensure that the proposed method is solvable in dealing with engineering problems. Using the model for theoretical calculations need to ensure that the calculation result is convergent.
Auto-Generation Model Processes
A. Layer-Column-Type Modeling Methods
The layer-column-type algorithm idea can be used to automatically generate the industrial system model. Algorithms mainly include three aspect contents, this three aspect works are alternately carried out, and the industrial system model can be set up ultimately.
1) Processing Node Approach. The first node of models must be determined. In our research, the initial input devices of industrial systems are often regarded as the first nodes. Next, the initial node(s) is as the current node, the subsequent node of this current node is sought according to certain search algorithm, and the repeated node will be processed. Finally, when all nodes in whole node set are scanned and processed, up to now, the processing node part is end.
It is similar to a hierarchical process of nodes. The current nodes are divided and appointed a same layer in every processing turn, and the subsequent nodes are dispatched to the other one same layer. Here, the same level is also called the column. Nodes with same hierarchy are arranged in the node code sequence for the graphical representation, and can not be repeated. After each node is assigned and processed, the model structure of the entire industrial system will be basically fixed. So, this modeling approach based on the layer and column-based is named the layer-column-type modeling algorithm.
2) Processing Relationship Means. The relationship is a sequence in the mathematical expression, and is a line in the graphics form. Through analysing the model structure composition, two basic modern between any two nodes can be summarized. 1) The node connections of different layers see the (a) in Fig. 1, i, j. .. k are different node layer numbers, this connection between any two nodes is called the layer connection.
2) The node connections of the same level nodes see the (b) in Fig. 1 . Then, this connection between any two nodes in the same layer is named the column connection. The entire industrial system model can be formed by any combinations of these two basic connection forms. 3) Processing Number Ways. Earlier the node number is introduced, and we know it is most important to make a series of number rules for nodes. Any node number in back layer must be greater than the forward tier that can be inferred in light of node number rules. These node numbers in the same level are appointed in term of number small on the above while number big on the following. The node and relationship labels are finished at same time, which will avoid the number label confusion caused by separately in producing the model.
B. Modeling Calculation
All computing operations are executed respectively on the basis of these data sets by this algorithm.
1)
The set operation is often use in applications. When each search to node relationships between the sets will produce a Cartesian product operation, such as (4) and (5):
More known:
2) The data must be classified, and the results were stored in relevant vector space with the structure. Their calculation method is given as follow (6), (7), and (8):
Equation (6) effects an initial process of set B, these records of start node v 0 in set A are assigned to set B, where, v 0 is with the smallest node number.
Equation (7) is an assignment process to set C. It is to save these records that are with the same subsequent nodes in set A and set B to the set C.
By Equation (8), these records with the duplicate forward nodes in the set C are deleted, and the remaining data in the set C is assigned to the set D.
3) The algebra is used for the node location parameter calculation.
The calculation of horizontal position x, the calculating method is given by equation (9) as follows:
Where, x 0 is a position constant in the initial and horizontal direction; a t is the constants with an average distribution in horizontal direction, that is a jump step length of nodes in the horizontal direction; t is the layer number of the current processing node in the horizontal direction; l is tall layers in the horizontal direction.
The calculation of the vertical position y, calculating way is as follow (10) m is an mean distribution constant in the vertical direction, is also a vertical step; n is the total layer numbers that the presenting processing nodes is in the vertical direction. y 0 is the initial position in the vertical direction; m is the layer numbers of the current processing nodes in the vertical direction. Equation (10) ensures a symmetric distribution of nodes on the vertical direction along the center line.
C. Modeling Procedure Processes
The following is used the similar JAVA language to describe the algorithm implementation process, and gives some of the main program code of implementation methods. C.add (A.get (B.getAll (v e ))); // e is a subsequent of the set B.
D.add (C. getAll (v ue )); // v ue is an induplicate node.
2) The node position is worked out according to equation (9) and (10).
Assuming the current node position is (x 1 , y 1 ), and then generate the node position is as follows.
G.fillOval(x 1 , y 1 , α, β); // α, β are parameters of node sizes.
3) Equation (9) and (10) are continuously used to calculate the location of the relationship. The relationships have the starting position calculation and the end position calculation. The calculation means is divided into two kinds of situation, edge position calculation for the same level and the edge position calculation with the different levels.
The edges with the same level have a same horizontal coordinate, x 2 = x 1 , and their vertical coordinate is computed by equation (10). This relationship often is expressed with the arc, and then the specific processing way is as follows:
G.drawArc(x 1 , y 1 , x 1 , y 2 , E, F); // E, F are the parameters to adjust arc sharps.
The computations of the start and end positions for the relationships at different levels, are obtained according to equation (9) and (10). Start-position coordinate is (x 1 , y 1 ), and end-position coordinate is (x 2 , y 2 ), then, this relationship is handled is as follows.
G.drawLine(
Cases
This auto-generation algorithm for system models is applied in a real industrial system. This system is the energy and chemical system, these device combinations are complex, and this system has the higher safety requirements. The mapping table of model nodes and devices for this system sees TABLE I. The data structures of the system model relationship are stored in a defined TABLE II. The system model shown in Fig. 2 is set up In accordance with the proposed algorithm to establish. This network model consists of 19 nodes, 23 edges, parameters, logo and other elements. 
Conclusions
The presented algorithm greatly improves the modeling accuracies according to these means such as model node numbering, layer-column-type modeling, and multiple parameter calculation methods. It ensures the consistency and integrity of the model, avoids encountering errors by the artificial modeling in the previous, and improves the modeling efficiency. This algorithm can also caused the model a realtime and synchronization change when the system content is maintained and altered. It guarantees the synchronization of the system information and data, and this synchronization changes can prevent the occurred danger owing to "unknowable" system problems.
In addition, it is also very important to settle system problem using the suggesting methods combining some decision-making. Therefore, more effective application based on generated models for the system failure prediction, monitoring and maintenance will be the next step work.
